Omicron Delta Kappa
To Elect New Members

All students who think they are qualified for membership in Omicron Delta Kappa, national honorary fraternity for students, may obtain application blanks from Prof. Fred B. Wenn, faculty advisor, in Room 218 Swann Building.

Long recognized as the leading honor society at Tech, ODK has as its basis for membership representation in scholastic, athletic, journalistic, and social fields. Points are awarded for membership in different organizations, as well as for attendance at campus activities and athletic events. The point system, showing the points awarded for each activity, is shown on page two of this week's TECHNIQUE, and should be consulted before applying for membership. A minimum of thirty points is required, with at least ten of these representing leadership.

The list of points as shown represents the student's past achievements, but applications at this time will be based on work done during the past academic year. A new arrangement will be made in order to allow for the quarter plan and will be presented to the students at a later date.

Anyone wishing to turn in an application should give it to Prof. Wenn not later than Tuesday, October 25, in order for it to be considered. Although an application form is required, it will not be necessary, consideration will be given for work done during the summer term.

Community Chest
Drive On Campus

Begun By A. P. O.

The nation-wide Community Chest drive got underway yesterday with the Tech Chapter of Alpha Phi Omega sponsoring the campaign, and the campus, Rooms for contributions will be distributed over the campus so that all students may participate in this drive.

Alpha Phi Omega will again sponsor the annual Ugliest Man On Campus contest which was so successful last year, and was responsible for a great majority of the three hundred dollars collected then.

Each and every student is urged to cooperate and take part in the drive.

Reck Contest Set
For Night Before Tech-Navy Event

The Ramblers' Reck's annual jaunty contest will be held Friday, November 25, the night before the Tech-Navy gridiron event.

A prize will be awarded by the Board of Directors of the Reck and the car. No floats will be allowed and the car can be power-washed.

Above all, no profanity or obscenity will be allowed. In addition, no teenagers models will be allowed in the contest.

For further information contact Joe Howell, Box 1964, or Charles Schneider, Box 267.

Pi DE Bids Ten
Tech Students

Pi Delta Epsilon, national journalistic honorary society, has extended invitations to ten students who have done exceptionally outstanding work on or more of the publications here at Tech for four of the last five semesters. Those who received bids were: Jim Peare, feature editor of the TECHNIQUE; Charlie Cooper, sports editor of the TECHNIQUE; Julian Folk, assistant news editor of the TECHNIQUE; Dick Clark, former business mgr. of the TECHNIQUE; Beemer Harrell, assistant feature editor of the TECHNIQUE; John Reddick, assistant editor of the ENGINEERING EDITORIAL; Chester Jewell, representative of the PRINCIPAL; and member of the ENGINEERING EDITORIAL; and YELLOW JACKET staff; Ed Pearson, former managing editor of the ENGINEERING EDITORIAL; and Bruni Damoli, business manager of the ENGINEERING EDITORIAL.

John Kenny, mgr. editor of the BLUEPRINT.

The invitation to Pi Delta Epsilon is open to any student having served two years on a school publication who has maintained a high interest in journalism. During the current or two previous semesters, students will have had leadership and/or advisory positions on the publications.

Several of the three hundred dollars distributed over the campus so that all students may participate in this drive.

Tech Naval ROTC
For Good Record Of Producing Officers

Despite the fact that Georgia Tech is so far inland it has one of the best records for producing Naval officers of any school in the United States.

The NROTC unit inaugurated its postwar program with a total comple­ment of 211 students. Of this number, 79 are classified as Reg­ular, 123 as Contract, and 10 as Naval Science. Approximately one-third are fresh­men.

Regular officers are those students appointed Midshipmen by the Admiral of the station after the completion of the course. They have their tuition paid, and textbooks paid for by the Naval Service. They are not required to attend classes during the current fourth quarters, are uniformed at Government expense and receive pay, and can be released to pay the rate of $600 per year. Upon graduation they are obli­gated to accept commission and serve for two years unless released sooner, as recommended by the Navy Department.

Contract officers are students enrolled un­der the provisions of postwar legis­lation. They are uniformed at govern­ment expense and receive one com­pensation instead of the usual tuition (regres­sions) during the junior and senior years. Upon graduation they receive a reserve commission and are not obligated for active duty unless a period of national emergency exists.

Naval Science students are those students taking some course offered by the Navy and are under obligation to the Navy.

The Naval Unit has an imposing record of personnel. Captain Joseph L. W. Luecke, Jr., an officer of Naval Science, received two Legion of Merit medals for action in AEF and Okinawa, and the Bronze Star for action in the Philippines.

To aid Captain Briggs are: Com­mander H. F. Holcomb, Executive Officer, and Commander, E.E. Building. All old mem­bers are urged to attend.

In addition, if there are any stu­dents in school who graduated in June, 1946, and who didn't fill out an activity blank at that time, they are requested to get in touch with Al Newton, Box 804.

Briefs

Students who fail to have their pictures taken within the prescribed two week period will end up last Friday and can have them taken Monday through Friday, October 25-21, at Gaspar-Ware studios on Fifth Street.

Institute of Radio Engineers in­vites all men interested in radio and electronics to attend an open meeting of the Georgia Tech Chapter at 7:00 p.m. Monday, October 21, in Room 105 of the Flighton Building.

There will be a short pep meeting on October 25 on Grant Field at 7:00 p.m. in connection with the pre­order day, and all students should be in attendance.

There will be a meeting of Eta Kappa Nu at 7:00 p.m. Tuesday, October 22, at 4:00 p.m. in the E.E. Building. All old mem­bers are urged to attend.

There will be a meeting of the Engineering Society facing the YMCA Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. All old members and any new members are invited. A cordial invitation is extended to all Engineering Society members.

All members of AIEEE are urged to attend the Thursday meeting, October 24, at 7:00 p.m. A speaker will be announced and refreshments will be served afterwards.
ODK Honors Most Representative Men In All Phases of College Life

This is the second in a series of articles on campus organizations reprinted from the booklet published by Tau Beta Pi.

Omicron Delta Kappa

The purpose of ODK is: first, to recognize men who have attained a high standard of efficiency in college life; scholarship; athletics; social and religious affairs; publications; and speech, music, and dramatic arts. It strives toward the integration of all constructive movements, preservation of all worthwhile traditions and customs, and improvement of the general welfare of the student body.

This organization is the only men's leadership society that is recognized by the National Committee on Honor Societies. Membership in ODK is awarded on the basis of character and specified eligibility, irrespective of membership in or affiliation with other organizations. Eligibility requirements are published quarterly in the TECHNIQUE.

Ideal For Autumn

NEW ALL-WOOL JACKET \nIN HANDSOME COLORS \n$12.50

You will wear this jacket more than you think! Because once you slip into its snug warmth, you won't take it off. Come try the jacket for color: brown, fawn or camel. See the good-looking shades, feel the soft texture and fine quality of the fabric. You will like the way it is made, too, with knitted waistband and adjustable button cuffs. 2 roomy slash pockets. Sizes small, medium and large, extra large.

MEN'S SPORTSWEAR   STREET FLOOR

D R U G S

Prescriptions

Cox Music Shop

4 Points, Lieutenant Colonel.
5 Points, Captain.
6 Points, Lieutenant Commander, Navy.
1 Point per season, squad members not receiving letters.
2 Points, senior managers—maximum.
3 Points, Honor roll first year.
4 Points, Phi Kappa Phi cup.
5 Points, First letter.
6 Points, Phi Kappa Phi scholarship cup.

Cox Music Shop

RECORDS  SHEET MUSIC

1/3 OFF

To Tech Students

W. O. Bryson

327 Peachtree Arcade

COX MUSIC SHOP

"All the Latest Hits First"

We Make Recordings

161 Peachtree St. MA 2378

Baldwins Drug Store

— Tech's Own —

DRUGS

Prescriptions

SODIUM

H. E. Lock 3255

Corner of Techwood Dr.
and Moreaux Ave.

One Block South of

Grant Field

Watch Repairs

Maximum 10 Points

For The TECHNIQUE and Blue Print:

4 Points—Editor or Business Manager of the TECHNIQUE, Blue Print, Engineer.

For The Engineer:

3 Points—First letter.
4 Points—Second letter.
5 Points, Honor roll first year.
6 Points, Honor roll second year.
7 Points, Honor roll third year.
8 Points, Honor roll fourth year.

For the following scholastic prizes and cups:

4 Points, Phi Kappa Phi cup.
5 Points, First letter.
6 Points, Phi Kappa Phi scholarship cup.
7 Points, Student Branch A I Ch E Award.
8 Points, Eta Kappa Nu scholarship award.
9 Points, Eta Kappa Nu president award.
10 Points, Phi Eta Sigma scholarship cup.
11 Points, Alpha Chi Sigma Award.
12 Points, Phi Kappa Phi cup.
13 Points, Alpha Chi Sigma Award.
14 Points, Phi Kappa Phi scholarship cup.
15 Points, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Award.
16 Points, Student Branch A I Ch E Award.
17 Points, Eta Kappa Nu president award.
18 Points, Phi Eta Sigma scholarship cup.
19 Points, Alpha Chi Sigma Award.

Social, Speech, Music

Maximum 10 Points

1 Point per season, football band.
2 Points, for each of the first four semesters the student works.
3 Points, Honor roll first year.
4 Points, Honor roll second year.
5 Points, Honor roll third year.
6 Points, Honor roll fourth year.

For the following scholastic prizes and cups:

7 Points, Student Branch A I Ch E Award.
8 Points, Alpha Chi Sigma Award.
9 Points, Phi Eta Sigma scholarship cup.
10 Points, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Award.
11 Points, Eta Kappa Nu president award.
12 Points, Phi Kappa Phi scholarship cup.
13 Points, Phi Kappa Phi cup.
14 Points, First letter.
15 Points, Phi Kappa Phi scholarship cup.
16 Points, Phi Kappa Phi cup.

Publications

Maximum 20 Points Required, Minimum of 10 Points.

For The TECHNIQUE and Blue Print:

8 Points—Editor or Business Manager of The TECHNIQUE, Blue Print, Engineer.

For the above publications:

4 Points—Managing Editor of The TECHNIQUE, Blue Print, Engineer.

For the following scholastic prizes and cups:

3 Points, Alpha Chi Sigma Award.
4 Points, Phi Kappa Phi cup.
5 Points, First letter.
6 Points, Phi Kappa Phi scholarship cup.

SCHOLARSHIP

Maximum 15 Points

For the following scholastic prizes and cups:

7 Points, Student Branch A I Ch E Award.
8 Points, Alpha Chi Sigma Award.
9 Points, Phi Eta Sigma scholarship cup.
10 Points, American Institute of Chemical Engineers Award.
11 Points, Eta Kappa Nu president award.

Candidates for membership must have a scholastic average to date of 2.25 or for the two terms immediately preceding his election must stand in the upper 30 per cent of his class.

Candidates for membership must have acquired at least 50 ODK points, of which at least ten must be in the field of leadership. Also at least three fields of activity must be represented.

BOYS' VARSITY FOOTBALL TEAM

Leader: Andrew A. Baker.


OFFICIALS:

President: H. B. Mathes.
Vice-President: J. A. McDonald.
Secretary: D. B. Barrow.
Treasurer: W. E. Stuart.

SCHEDULE

Saturday, October 19, 1946

1. Rice, 7:15 p.m.
2. Tech, 8:00 p.m.
Bobby Davis Reappointed To Command Tech ROTC

Cadet Robert T. (Bobby) Davis, Jr. has been appointed cadet lieutenant colonel, highest ranking cadet in the Tech ROTC, it was announced this week by Capt. W. T. Jeffords, Col. William J. Jeffords.

Bobby Davis served as lieutenant colonel in the ROTC unit last year and this year he appointment this year is in the nature of a reappointment. Last year he also received the medal award which will be shown. All students and their friends are welcome.

Wednesday—

Wednesday—

W. D. Smith to Speak

For Alpha Chi Sigma

Members of Alpha Chi Sigma, brothers and sisters, and many problems that you may have as a Reserve or ex-Officer can be answered by them at the meetings.

It was announced that the American Legion Post 22, will hold the presence bands of Clifford Clarke, of Savannah, Georgia, who recently won National honors in the American Legion Oratorical Contest at Grinnell College, Iowa.

Legion Orator, Clifford Clarke, Will Meet With Tech Post

Under the able management of Mr. Ben Bisk, the new band director, the Georgia Tech Band is planning to take an even more interesting part in the campus life of Georgia Tech. The band is planning to make several trips to play at out-of-state football games. The first of these will be the Duke game for which Mr. Bisk has picked a special group. Of course the band will be on hand in Athens for the annual games and band officers will be there to make the Tech band room start its concerts.

Friday, October 9, and a safety conscious meeting was discussed at the first meeting on October 9th, to consider adoption of a new constitution and by-laws. The Chapter urges you to attend all regular meetings. Wearing of uniform is preferred, but not required. For additional information contact Major R. W. Lavender, AC-Res., at WA. 5862.

Cadet Lt. Colonel

All Reserve Officers Cordially Invited To Association Meetings

Fifth Congressional District
Chapter, Reserve Officers Association, cordially invites all Reserve Officers at Georgia Tech to attend its meetings which are regularly held on the fourth Wednesday of each month at 8:00 p.m., in the Military Building of Georgia Tech. Local Army officers are cooperating with the Chapter and many problems that you may have as a Reserve or ex-Officer can be answered by them at the meetings.

A special meeting was held Wednesday, October 9th, to consider adoption of a new constitution and by-laws. The Chapter urges you to attend all regular meetings. Wearing of uniform is preferred, but not required. For additional information contact Major R. W. Lavender, AC-Res., at WA. 5862.

Bands Is Planning Stunts for Games; Post Season Concert

Saturday—

At 7:00 o’clock in room No. 1, YMCA, the following motion pictures will be shown: The King of the Tombs and their friends are welcome.

Who is My Neighbor? The film story of theparable of the Good Samaritan.

AN ORGAN—An organ plays Gounod’s well-known classic in Canterbury Cathedral.

MORE PLACES (Graham McNa—) Silver Springs, Florida... Nature under crystal... Hand to hand... Aquatic garden... Battle of the Century.

The YMCA Cabinet meets in Room No. 2 at 5:00.

Thursday—

Bible Study in Room No. 2 at 5:00. Each interested student is welcome.

YMCAs of America, Inc. (Graham McNa—) 42 Walton St., Grant Bldg., Atlanta, GA. 3244

HELP RELIEVE THE BOOK SHORTAGE

SOLD YOUR BOOKS TO

COLLEGE INN BOOK STORE

The Ice Cream Served in the Georgia Tech Dining Hall

Is Made By

JERSEY ICE CREAM CO.

WGS

The Ga. Tech Station

920 ON YOUR DIAL

Tops in CBS and Local Programs

FOR RENT!

THE BEST TUXEDOS IN TOWN!!!

CLOTHES — MADE FOR YOU AND FULL DRESS SUITS

H. Glenn McNaIR

42 Walton St., Grant Bldg., Atlanta, GA. 3244

For the Next Game

Get Her a

Yellow Chrysanthenum AT

GRESHAM’S

HOME OF FLOWERS

663 PEACHTREE AT PONCE DE LEON

Atlanta, Georgia

C. D. LeBay & Co.

LOAN CORRESPONDENTS

METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE CO.

ATLANTA, GA.

For His Best Tuxedo

For His Best Tuxedo

Stunts for Games;

Post Season Concert

Band Is Planning Stunts for Games; Post Season Concert

Under the able management of Mr. Ben Bisk, the new band director, the Georgia Tech Band is planning to take an even more interesting part in the campus life of Georgia Tech. The band is planning to make several trips to play at out-of-state football games. The first of these will be the Duke game for which Mr. Bisk has picked a special group. Of course the band will be on hand in Athens for the annual games and band officers will be there to make the Tech band room start its concerts.

Concert Season

Elaborate plans are being drawn up for this concert season. At present the Georgia Tech Band consists of 70 members. Many of these members are returned Tech men, some of whom have played with service bands throughout the country. Band officers for the current quarter are: Capt. Charlie Morris, 1st Lt. Dick Johnson, 2nd Lt. Joe Jackson and Bill Parson. Outstanding members of the Georgia Tech Band are elected to the local chapter of Kappa Kappa Psi. Membership in this organization is based on unanimous election by all the members of the local chapter subject to approval by the national organization.

Saturday—

Saturday—

Saturday—

Help relieve the book shortage

Help relieve the book shortage

The best tuxedos in town!!!

Clothes — Made for you and full dress suits

H. Glenn McNair

42 Walton St., Grant Bldg., Atlanta, GA. 3244

For the Next Game

Get Her a

Yellow Chrysanthenum AT

Gresham’s

Home of Flowers

663 Peachtree at Ponce de Leon

Atlanta, Georgia

C. D. LeBay & Co.

Loan Correspondents

Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.

Atlanta, Ga.

The ice cream served in the Georgia Tech dining hall

Is made by

Jersey Ice Cream Co.

784 N. Highland Ave., N. E.
Human Hazards of Every Dance
Floor Make Many Miserable
their poison from Soft-hearted John.
seventeen year locusts descending on
All of you have seen them at every
Tarmites" roaring into Dogpatch
ed a breakfast of raspberries and hot
hunched shoulders and rapturous
Pilot Harry." No step is too difficult
They seem pretty nice guys—the ones
with an envious gaze. And if you
He may even have autographed,
mimeographed copies with a picture
of himself attached. H.P.H. whirls
he can feel the others looking at him
Where do they all come from?
FOR A QUICK "BETWEEN CLASS" SMOKE
241 SPRING STREET (Corner Harris)
DAILY OR WEEKLY RATES—ALSO FOR TRIPS OR VACATIONS
216 N. MAIN
(216) 724-3700
SELECT YOUR FAVORITE RECORDINGS
OF
THE GEORGIAN BOOK SHOP
106 Forsyth Street, N. W.
BOOKS — GREETING CARDS — RECORDS
Hours: 9 A. M. to 11 P. M.
Genuine Parts Company
475 West Peachtree
WA. 4400
216 N. Main
East Point
CA 6656
Quality First — It Pays to Buy the Best
216 Pharr Rd. — Buckhead
CH 1126
From One End of Town to the Other
R. S. Evans
Rents Cars
You drive it
Late Model Cars rented for all occasions
Daily or Weekly rates—also for trips or vacations
241 Spring Street (Corner Harris)
Cy. 2243
Bubbles, Gurgles
Made This Game
The Wettest Ever
If you think the Tech-Duke game last year was wet, read what Tom Bost has to say in The Marshall Home about a Duke-Carolina game of several years ago.

Chapel Hill, Dec. 6—Twenty-thousand football luxuries, lineal decendants of those antediluvians who did not believe a word of Noah's croak about the first big rain, saw the Scriptures fulfilled here today when, under 15 cubits of water, Duke and Carolina, glibly children of "Sons of God who mated with the daughters of men," were drowned in a shoreless sea and a scoreless tie.

Advertised to be a state championship football game, it was transformed after the first one-deep punt into one of the most noted naval engagements since the siege of Syracuse.

The earlier voyage of Noah, the great navigator, fades into insignificance in comparison with the salvages of the two elevens. The heavens opened and the sailors themselves on the football field. They rode in a bottomless Kenan's fair and happy land wetter than all the Great Lakes, all the oceans, the whole seven seas, and the Democratic and Republican national conventions.

There was a man Lake tonight to ascertain whether all the bodies had been recovered.

No Gridiron In Sight
It just wasn't a football game, although played by the best boys in North Carolina. There was no gridiron whereon to stand. Kenan Stadium looked like Venice through inverted end of a binocular. It looked like The Thousand Islands, multiplied by 10,000.

It was an expanse of greasewood field—water—an imposing array of ponds, lakes, rivers and the Great Diurnal Swamp, with only an occasional glimpse of grass visible through which once teams were supposed to play ball.

Porpoise Blowing
A player would start a run, he would be tackled, and then both players would submerge from view. Finally reappearing and blowing like porpoises, they would do it all over again. Those players not participating actively in one of the phases of the game spent their time reading the water.

When a tackle was made, both the tackler and the tacklee would skid along on the surface of the water for a few feet, before coming to a stop and slowly disappearing from sight. Officially undoubledly would have given a great deal for a first-class, sound-bottomed rowboat, but unfortunately rowboats are not part of the football equipment at Chapel Hill.

Flags were displayed to show the boundary limits of the playing field. Lightboards would have been much more effective.

At the call of half-time, the usual procedure is for players to run from the playing field to spend the brief period of rest in the field-house. At today's game, however, the procedure varied slightly. It was necessary to check on the players in order to make sure that all were present and accounted for. Dismal cries for help on the part of those who had washed out beyond their depth could be heard distinctly throughout the stadium.

Submerged Players
Kicking was extremely dangerous. On fourth down, a player would step back to punt. Getting ready to kick, he necessarily would have to submerge his foot. On several occasions when this happened, some submerged player, completely hidden from view, would get kicked on the side of the head. As a result, punting was frowned upon by those who participated in it will never forget it.

By Phil Borger
One score and fifteen years ago, John D. Rockefeller and friends of Georgia Tech brought forth on this campus a new Y.M.C.A. which has flourished ever since under the direction of Dr. Paul E. Gacher. Humanitarian projects which the "Y" has sponsored include the World Student Service Fund and the "Gene Turner Fund which supports a traveling advisor to coordinate "Y" affairs in China. This last project, by the way, is the Tech "Y"'s own and is not connected with any larger organization.

The "Y" is more than a mass of stone opposite Grant Field; it is an active force on the campus and, like a tramp on a baking beach, it's worth looking into.

The Word
By Jim Williford
If you worry about what people will think of you, it's because you have more confidence in their opinion than you have in your own.

Listen Birds!
These signs cost money
So roost awhile
But don't get funny.
Burma Shave

SENTENCE PICTURE:
It was so hot the shadows shrank under the bushes...
Her face was her charger...
Knee like ventilators...
They licked over their grains of gossip...
People who live in glass houses shouldn't...
You and your girl against her conscience...

"We are now passing the most famous freeway in Atlanta, explained the guide."
"Not so," replied Burdel, as he hopped off the bus.

Tech Stude: What's that gargling noise?
Atlanta Pink: That's me trying to swallow your line.

There was a girl who hiked out as a maid to a fraternity house. She went in the servant's way, and after a few days she quit, and left the family.

Men keep together the mistakes of their lives, and create a monster they call destiny.—J. O. Hobbs.

Overheard Noah was cleaning ear near Tech: Slow down, Columbus, you've discovered enough ought for tonight!

Phi Delt: Our fraternity maintains five homes for the feeble-minded.
Sigma Nu: Why I thought you had more chapters than that!—The Plainman.

Early to bed
And early to rise
Keeps your roommates
From saying your Ties.

"I see by the gas gauge you didn't get very far last night, son."
"That's what you think, pop!"

Tech's Blue "Y" Blotters
Aid Misplaced Rats

By Phil Borger
One score and fifteen years ago, John D. Rockefeller and friends of Georgia Tech brought forth on this campus a new Y.M.C.A. which has flourished ever since under the direction of Dr. Paul E. Gacher. Humanitarian projects which the "Y" has sponsored include the World Student Service Fund and the "Gene Turner Fund which supports a traveling advisor to coordinate "Y" affairs in China. This last project, by the way, is the Tech "Y"'s own and is not connected with any larger organization.

The "Y" is more than a mass of stone opposite Grant Field; it is an active force on the campus and, like a tramp on a baking beach, it's worth looking into.
**Tech Encounters Unbeaten LSU**

**In Gridiron Thriller Tonight**

**Increased Sports Activity Planned**

The Athletic Department has announced a broad program of sports for the coming year. In a meeting held Sunday, October 13, the following events were decided on: Touch football, basketball, bowling, wrestling, golf, swimming, tennis, track, softball, and cross-country in the form of the Annual Cake Race held each Thanksgiving Day.

**Touch Football**

The touch football tournament will begin the development of wrestling, unfamiliar to many fans in this section of the country. The 12-0 lead will be secured from the main campus in the very near future, and all boys who are interested in developing strength, skill, and coordination of muscle are urged to turn out and make this program a success.

**Football and Softball** will be played on the recreation field which is part of the parking area adjacent to Building 28. Softball and late may be obtained at the Administration Building upon request, and football will be available very shortly. Although there will be no organized leagues, everyone is invited to come out and play.

Since the Tech campus will soon be dotted by on-campus dormitories and All American Steak House, the 12-0 lead will remember from last week's game winning field goal in the waning moments of the game that Tech lost 5-7.

**Sports Past**

Today a year ago: The remainder of the Tech attack centered around Dan Sandifer, Jim Howard, and Tom Byers. The latter is the LSU conception of Broyles. Tittle's passing arm ranks with the best in the South. The defense is under the guidance of muscle are urged to turn out and make this program a success.
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**Sports Past**

Today a year ago: The remainder of the Tech attack centered around Dan Sandifer, Jim Howard, and Tom Byers. The latter is the LSU conception of Broyles. Tittle's passing arm ranks with the best in the South. The defense is under the guidance of muscle are urged to turn out and make this program a success.
A Dismal Day For Tech

The shadows were long on Grant Field that day. It was time running out and the overflow crowd was milling towards the exits. With only a minute of playing time remaining Tech's Ted lead throw over the Bayou Tiger from LSU looked sure.

Then far across the field on the visitor's bench a player stood up to shake his coach's hand and bow his head slowly out on the field. With one leg tapped up, big "Red" Gene Knight had been out most of the game and the LSU running attack had suffered. But as the orange clad Tiger hobbled across the field, it was Tech's turn to suffer. They had hogged a LSU running attack for the first 40 minutes and the clock was running out mercilessly against the Louisiana's. It was a difficult angle, but the Tigers were going to try for a field goal.

30,000 fans watched silently as this lone figure stood on his bad leg and swung his good one. The ball angled lazily towards the post, and the Bulldogs finally met the ball. Coach Lanoue, standing as tall as the Los Angeles tower, held at the "Tech pool sometimes in February, 1947. There are still plenty of games to be played, and any additions or changes in the schedule.

The shadows were long on Grant Field that day.

Average Suffers Setback

With no comment on last week's predictions, except that the old average is being carefully omitted this week, after what Duke, Wake Forest, SMU, etc. did to it. Who cares about averages anyway, why not let bygones be bygones.

TECH over LSU. They'll have to be hot to do it and the lights probably won't help any, but Tech by a hair.

GEORGIA over Oklahoma A & M. What was billed as the game of the year has now come down to just another ball game, with the Bulldogs finally meeting some fairly hard competition. But it won't be hard enough for Georgia by two or three.

ARTY over Columbia. The Cadets are one of the few that didn't lose their grip on the "final four" list this week. The LSU running back, though leading the league in extra points, looks like Army by two or three.

ALABAMA over Tennessee. In the day's top game the Tide will have to go plenty to take this one. By a point, and it may well end in a tie.

N. C. STATE over Wake Forest. Another close one in the Southern Conference. Duke is the other team with a good chance of running it by one TD.

UCLA over California. The pick of the Coast in a family bout.

TEXAS over Arkansas. Choosy as you think.

MICHIGAN over Northwestern. Reloading from Army.

AUBURN over Tulane. Tidwell is the difference.

MISSISSIPPI STATE over San Francisco. We're still waiting for the Sherry Tomato to break loose, and today may well be it.

Forty Greet Lanoe and Keyes At Opening Swimming Practice

The opening practice of the 1946 swimming season has been one of the most long remembered by Tech. The first and last day of practice, Monday, October 14, under the supervision of coaches Frederic Lanoe and Lynn Keyes. Approximately forty men reported for this practice.

"The pool looks plenty good on paper" was Coach Lanoe's comment. He added that it's up to the returning men from the past years as to whether the team will be as good as the individual times indicate. They've all been away from rigid training for anywhere from six months to six years, but if they can get back into top condition, Tech should have a fine team for the coming season.

Already on the schedule are Duke at Georgia Tech, North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and two out against the University of Florida, one in the middle of the season in Atlanta and the other at the end of the season in Gainesville. No definite dates have been set yet.

Three teams which are on the probable list include the University of Tennessee, Emory University, University of Miami, and as the rumor has it, as long as it's going to be around Georgia Tech.

The annual A.A.U. meet will be held at the Tech pool sometimes in February, 1947. There are still plenty of open dates that the coaching staff would like to fill, and Tech will accept any challenge from Southeastern Conference teams.

Until intercollegiate competition begins under way sometime in January, 1947, the TECHNIQUE will try to keep you up to date on the progress of the team, any unusual personalities on the squad, and any additions or changes in the schedule.

GRAHAM JACKSON
'THE HANDY PARTY MAN'
Music and Entertainment FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Raymond 5794
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
BOX 320

Tech Students Are Cordially Invited To Visit the Famous TAJ-MAR ROOM
683 Peachtree Street, N. E.
HOTEL COX-CARLTON
4 to 12 P. M.

Jacket Scrubs
Face Tennessee
On Grant Field

B Team Seeks First Victory of the Season

Tech's B-Team will make its first appearance of the season on Grant Field this afternoon when it meets the University of Tennessee Jayvees at 2:30. The Jackets will be trying to break into the win column after their 66-0 defeat by Clemson last Saturday. With no serious injuries from last week's game, the team should be at full strength and the experience gained last Saturday should give them a definite edge over the Tennessee team, which plays its open game this afternoon.

Free Game

Only the west stands will be open for the game and there will be no admission charge as the Athletic Association has announced that the game is being played for the pleasure and entertainment of the student body and their friends.

A Tech fumble on their 12-yard line early in the second quarter gave Clem­ son the break that decided a close, hard fought 6-6 game in Athens last week. While Tech regained possession on the eight yard line and kicked off, the runback and a subsequent pass placed the ball again on the eight and from Courney went over right tackle for the remaining distance, and the score.

Several Drives

Tech put up on several sustained drives, one covering over sixty yards to the Clemson twenty yard line as the half ended, but were never able to reach pay dirt.

The B-Team is idle next Saturday but will meet Valdosta on Nov­ ember 1 to take on the B-Team of the University of Miami.

Harriers Open Today Against Blue Devils

Tech's harrier squad will meet Duke today in Durham in their first meet of the season. Duke was the visitor in last year's contest and the Yellow Jackets are out for Blue Devil blood.

A strong squad led by Dave Durst and Jack Corridan entailed for Dur­ ham yesterday. Dean of Students, George C. Griffiths, who is coaching cross-country this year, accompanied them. The other members of the squad are Johnny Stowes, Bill Richards, G. O. Hunter, M. E. Turner, and "Hibbs" Daniels. Coach Griffiths is counting on Durst and Corridan taking first and second place, you name the order.

The final time trials in which the traveling squad was selected were run on Tech's new course last Wednes­ day.

TOM SLATE ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT COMPANY
502 PEACHTREE ST., N. E.
ATLANTA, GA.

TOM SLATE ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT COMPANY
502 PEACHTREE ST., N. E.
ATLANTA, GA.

Complete Line of

- RAWLINGS
- SPALDING
- REACH
- WRIGHT & Ditson
- RIDDELL SHOES
- PENNSYLVANIA RUBBER CO.
- U. S. KEDS
- SAND KNITTING
- and many other lines of Athletic Equipment

TED ZUBER
Representative
Tennis and Badminton
Expert Restringing by A. P. JETTE

IF YOU'RE GONNA TOOL 'EM... DO IT RIGHT!

PORTRAITS FOR THE PURSUER BY GASPAR-Ware

Eddie Kopp is the man in the air as Tech's fine group of cheerleaders engage in a bit of gymnastics during last week's game against Mississippi.

SWEATERS
AT
THE TECH SHOP
SPRING and NORTH

VARSITY BARBER SHOP
Service You Will Like
HII 9240
55 North Avenue, N. W.
Atlanta, Ga.
Nuremberg Trials

By Jim Rice

On October 14, 1946, 10 leaders of the deceased Nazi German State were hanged in fulfillment of a decision handed down by an Allied Military Tribunal. There has been much comment, both written and verbal, concerning actual events of the trials, but very little stress placed upon the main issues that the verdicts have brought to a head.

The counts or charges which formed the indictment upon which the death sentences were imposed were: (1) participation in a Common Plan of Conspiracy, (2) Commission of crimes against peace, in the planning, initiation, or waging of a war of aggression, (3) Commission of war crimes through violation of the laws of customs of war, and (4) Commission of crimes against humanity through murder, enslavement, or persecution of any civilian population on racial, political, or religious grounds.

The importance of the judgment lies not in the fact that a group of individual Nazis have been executed for heinous crimes, but that leaders of a modern nation were tried and convicted on the charge of creating aggressive war. In the NUREMBERG PUBLICITY, a. H. L. Mencken emphasizes the possibility of obscuring the issues with the following statement:

"...To execute the Nazis for having waged a war (of aggression) in historically speaking, to leave unpenalized their crimes against humanity and the laws of legitimate warfare. To punish alike... means not only to drain the sentence of its potential deterrent efficiency. It means, by the same token, to deprive it of its ultimate ethical justification."" It is most important, however, for us to realize that the "guilty" verdict by the tribunal on the count of creating aggressive warfare was sufficient to have demanded the death penalty.

The significance of the decision is hardly obvious. Just what effect will the court's decision play on future events? THE NEW YORK TIMES points out:

"...The verdict now establishes as a matter of international law certain principles and standards which those who rule will disregard henceforth only at the risk of following the Nazis in the dock... National sovereignty, however, as has been emphasized by the superior sovereignty of international law and international organization, which takes jurisdiction not only over states but also over individuals, has been acknowledged by governments and policies." The statement of the decision has developed here in the United States. This school's responsibilities upon several factors, foremost of which is that it was a victim's decision for the war. The disappointment of the Tribunal, Taft emphasized that the hangings violated "fundamental principles of American law." In the N.R.A., B. V. Berg points out that:

"...Some comments seem to the judgment (as a measure) which will have a deterrent effect on future aggressors, no matter what its legal value. (In this), I have considerable doubt. The reasons are obvious. While punishment, and in particular capital punishment, impresses the honest man, it has very little effect on the perspective criminal. (In the fashion, the psychology of prospective aggressors, political or military, is so self-centered that possibility of their failure doesn't occur to them... (The faults) in theiravadons (are the responsibilities of) those statesmen, so scared by the prospect of their non-existence legal rules." Justice Jackson, the Chief Prosecutor for the United States, during a delivery delivered in Buffalo, reasserted, "We disqualified the decisions in stating that the main justification of the trial was to attempt to outlaw aggressive war, and to destroy "the old theory that international law bears on states and not on individuals."... and that it is doubly important for the lawyers to take up where the lawyers have left off..." No matter which view is taken on the subject, it is still highly significant that the creation of aggressive war has now been declared "a crime" under international law. The trial now brings the criminals, termed "aggressor states," under the supposition of international criminal law which introduces
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Sentence Suspended

The Y. M. C. A.

By Robert C. Commander

The Y.M.C.A. of the Georgia Association of the Georgia School of Technology tries to help students in every way it can. The Y.M.C.A. manages and operates a number of small and policy is determined by the Y.M.C.A. Directors, who are made up of various members of which are as follows: President Blake R. Shaffer, Mr. George Wishnow; Chairman of Board, Professor Glenn Rainey; Secretary, Coach W. A. Taylor; Treasurer, Mr. J. W. Crooks; Mr. R. W. Halsey, Dr. Lester Rum- babg, and Mr. A. O. White. Jr. Student officers and members of the Y.M.C.A. Directors are; Sam Gibson, President; Don Chancellor, Vice-President; and Floyd Poolo, Secretary. Robert C. Commander is the Associate Editor of the "Y." Gladye Hays is the office secretary.

The Y.M.C.A., in conjunction with the local churches, presents a religious and recreational program, some of the features which are:

BIBLE STUDY. The Bible study group meets for one hour each week at 5:00 o'clock on Thursdays. Dr. Dr. Frank, Associate Professor of Religion, and Mr. Maurice Hedgepeth, an employee of the Student Y.M.C.A., are the leaders of the group. The Bible study is devoted to the study of the New Testament, particularly those portions dealing with Jesus' teaching. The study is relatively informal and members are allowed to comment upon the readings. The group is open to all students and members of the campus community.

FIRESIDE CHATS AND FORUMS. From time to time a number of meetings are held for the discussion of various topics. These forums are open to all students and are held in the Y.M.C.A. building.

DEPUTATIONS TRIPS AND CONFERENCES. Take place at various times. On Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, local conferences are held. The Y.M.C.A. sends a group of students to the State of Georgia YMCA Conference at Squam Development.
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